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REVIEWED BY: DESTINY WEST

Another predictable plot to endure, a group of college students go off on spring break
on a camping trip to an isolated farm house. There they find themselves being stalked
and killed by an unrelenting creature – a Banshee. With no means of escape and no
form of communication they decide to go after the Banshee and kill it before it can kill
them! Okay I am all for the victims fighting back but the group of friends going to an
isolated cabin/house has been so over done it is beyond a joke. Has it become an
integral part of horror films to use this plot or do they have a dark cave some-where
with a sign on the door reading ‘scripts involving groups of friends and isolated
locations’ aka ‘let’s throw some money away on this crap.’

 

The video is presented in a 1.78:1 anamorphic widescreen that has been HD digital
mastered.
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Cast & Crew

Directed by

 Colin Theys

Written by

 John Doolan
Gregory C. Parker
Christian Pindar

Cast

 Ashley Bates
David McCarthy
Kevin Shea
Kerry McGann
Iris McQuillan-Grace
Troy Walcott
A. Mike Forgette
Leo Petry
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The audio is presented in English 5.1 Dolby Digital surround sound with the option of
choosing either English or Spanish subtitles.

 

 

The DVD contains the Theatrical Trailers, Commentary, Deleted scenes and ironically
the Bloopers and Outtakes; no it doesn’t mean you are subjected to watching the
whole film again.

 

 

Banshee is a tired plot and really awful acting make this predictable boring horror flick
only suitable watching for first year film students on how NOT to make a horror movie.

Cliche after cliché destroy any possible hope of enjoyable viewing, I would have to

Greg Nutcher
Ken LaMothe
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Disc Specifications
Region 1

Anamorphic Widescreen (1.78:1)

Full Frame

PAL

NTSC

DTS

Dolby Digital 2.0

English: Dolby Digital 5.1

Trailers

Audio Commentary

Deleted/Extended Scenes

Documentary

Featurette

Spanish/English: Subtitles

Slideshow/Poster Gallery

Number of Disc's: 1
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Disc Scores
Video

Audio

Extras

Overall
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DVD Recommendations

• I Sell the Dead [Blu-ray]

• Legend of the Sandsquatch

• A Deadly Little Christmas

• Dead Snow [Blu-ray]

• Carny
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say it is one of the worst films I have ever watched.

Do not waste your time or your money on bothering with Banshee. It is films like this
that give ‘independent’ film makers a bad name. I am sure not even a stellar cast or a
mountain of cash could have saved this movie. Plus what is with that monster? I've
seen scarier things floating in my toilet bowl, of course when other people have
forgotten to flush!
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